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As an outgrowth of our work on studying neuronal plasticity, we seek to understand a
single neuron integrate its inputs from over 104 synapses. This target requires optical
imaging technology with high resolution and high speed for both structural or functional
imaging. Parallel multifoci imaging is a significant method to improve the imaging speed
while preserving high image signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Here we demonstrate a scanless
method, selective access multifoci multiphoton microscopy (saMMM), for volumetric
structure imaging and function imaging. The system is able to excite multifoci modulated by
spatial light modulator, and more importantly, detect fluorescence from these multiple
spots simultaneously using a Gaussian-Laguerre (GL) phase plate for phase modulation. The
phase plate modulates a Gaussian point spread function to double-helix point spread
function, which both extends the depth of focus and encodes axial position by rotation
angle. We showed the multifoci advantage of the system by simultaneous recording calcium
dynamics of cultured neuron from 149 locations across the whole field of view, and we
showed the volumetric imaging advantage by simultaneously exciting and detecting
multiple locations in three-dimension of a neuron and reconstruct the exact axial positions
from a single plane image. Calcium dynamics recorded with and without modulation with a
GL phase plate recorded and compared in terms of SNR. This “3D image by one shot”
strategy largely improved the signal to noise ratio of fluorescence images, therefore it is
possible to accelerate the imaging speed. The selective access illumination further elevates
the imaging speed by only recording labeled area, also avoid unnecessary photodamage to
the specimen. The scanless design breakthrough the limit of mechanical scanning speed,
ensured dynamic records from all the foci are strictly synchronized, and no perturbation to
cell physiology during imaging. This saMMM system potentially can be applied for in vivo
high throughput imaging and dynamic monitoring.
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